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Abstract. The method of generation and selection of small nanoparticles in the airflow is considered in this paper. To melt the
material (stainless steel), a concentrated energy flow – a pulsed solid-state laser beam – was used. Using the Mőssbauer spectroscopy
method, the particle sizes and their chemical composition at various distances from the melting place were determined. The influence
of parameters of the laser beam power and the airflow on the size of particles and their chemical composition was investigated.
Keywords: nanoparticles, generation and selection of particles, laser beam, laser technology, laser cutting, nozzle, gas (air)
flow, stainless steel, erosion products.
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Introduction
Production of micro dispersive material or
nanoparticles is a technically complicated and
economically expensive process. The aim of this work is
to consider and propose a method of production and
selection of small particles of stainless steel using laser
beam power. The idea is based on the fact that particles of
a desirable size and chemical composition can be
generated from the laser cutting erosion products in the
airflow. The laser beam is used as the concentrated
energy source that destroys the material, and the airflow
activates the erosion process and particle oxidation. The
question of whether such material is marketable arises.
The answer is yes. The synthesized particles possess
properties of magnetites or supermagnetites. Therefore,
by admixing the hydraulic liquids with particles, it is
possible to change the viscosity of these liquids by a
remote method. Magnetic liquids are successfully used in
the production of dampers of powerful vehicles and
elsewhere.

1. The investigation methods
Two types of stainless steel, 30X13 (Russian) and
7C27Mo2 (Sandvik, Sweden) of similar carbon,
chromium, and molybdenum composition were used in
the investigations. The thickness of the strip used varied
from 0.3 mm to 0.9 mm. During the experiment, the
velocity of the material and laser beam movement can be
changed from 100 mm to 2000 mm per minute.

Fig 1. Nanoparticle generation and selection in the concentrated
power and gas flow. 1 – 7 are sites particle collection from
chamber-catcher, or 500 and 1500 mm from the laser beam
action zone, A – B the direction of particle movement, D - gas
flow, Lb - laser beam, Mb- melt bath, O- oxide film, S- erosion
product flow, T- nozzle, b – the sample

A solid-state pulsed Nd: YAG laser with an average
power of 250W was used. The wavelength of the pulse
generated was 1064 nm, the duration was 2±0.6ms, and
the repetition frequency was 150± 3 Hz [5].
The samples were collected in a special chambercatcher (Figure 1), where the air and erosion product flow
was directed. In this device, the particle samples were
collected at distances of 1mm, 10 mm, 50 mm, and 120
mm from the place the material was destroyed. Apart

from the indicated places, the samples were collected at a
distance of 500 mm from the upper edge of the work
piece (free particle flight) and at a distance of 1500 mm
from the place of destruction where the carried particle
fully cools down [2, 4].
The material of prepared samples was deposited on
the 20-mm-thick aluminum foil and placed into the
Mőssbauer spectrometer. Mőssbauer spectra were
measured with the standard spectrometer with a 57Co
rhodium source. The measurements were carried out at
room temperature. The program of the least-squares
method, which enables varying and controlling up to 100
spectrum parameters, was used in the spectra processing.

2. Discussion of experimental results
It is known that material destruction under the action
of the laser beam occurs at 2000-3000K. At this
temperature during the cutting, the melt is in liquid state
for some milliseconds (t=d/v), because depending on the
technological gas composition used the material melting
and cooling down takes place at the velocity of about 105
– 106 K/s. The energy flow, gas chemical composition,
and flow velocity will determine the size and chemical
composition of the eroded product particles in the
material melting zone and outside this zone. The
dispersion of the eroded product and phase composition
make it possible to decide about particle formation at
initial and further stages of material destruction. Most of
the parameters are relevant in these investigations. The
dynamics of the particle mixing in the airflow, the atom
diffusion and the variation of the particle phase
composition from its formation till full cooling down have
been determined. These data enable one to determine the
peculiarities of the melted formation under non-stationary
conditions.
Quite a number of data on the close chemical order
in the alloy crystal lattice after the synthesis of these
materials under the action of the laser beam have been
obtained in earlier investigations [4]. They show that
materials obtained in this way can be attributed to the
class of multiphase nanocrystal materials.
The results of the Mőssbauer spectral analysis of the
samples are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. Relative
amounts of various iron atoms surrounded by chromium
atoms in the first and second coordination lattice spheres
are also presented in Table 1. Data were compared with
the stochastic model of Cr or Mo distribution in the alloy,
and occupation (population) for the theoretical first and
second coordination spheres were determined. In order to
approximate the theoretical and experimental results,
parameters of short-range and long-range order are
introduced.
The data presented in Table 1 show some regularity
between the laser beam power, movement (cutting)
velocity, and particle-flown path to their sampling place.
The Mőssbauer spectral analysis of the material shows
that under complicated conditions of the impact on the
material the following components of the Fe-Cr system
are formed: solid Fe-Cr solutions, paramagnetic g-Fe (Cr)
phases, various Fe and Cr oxides, clusters, etc.
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Fig 2. Mössbauer spectra of the samples. a) - erosion products collected from lower edge of the part, b) - erosion products collected
at a distance of 500 mm from the cut zone
Table 1. Phase composition of the samples

Exsperiment

Superparamagnetic and
paramagnetic phase %

Magnetic FeCr
phase,% - Cr %

Magnetic
Fe3O4 phase %

I–1
I-2
I-3
I-4
I-5
II - 1
II - 2
II - 3

γFe(Cr) 16.56
γFe(Cr) 20.31
γFe(Cr) 31.,88
γFe(Cr) 45.44
γFe(Cr) 69.04
γFe(Cr) 19.04
γFe(Cr) 26.13
γFe(Cr) 38.10

57.51 – 7.9
66.03 – 9.0
66.58 – 7.6
52.44 - 3.7
28.1 – 6.45
17.5 – 5.4
17.37
25.85 – 7.8

15.99
--3.0
<3.5
46.8
35.57
25.57

Magnetic
(FeCr)3O4
phase %
9.95
3.69
2.1
2.11
2.87
16.85
20.92
10.47

Location
a
c
c
d
bottom
e
g
b

Notice: a- 10 mm , b- workpiece edge, c- 1 mm, d- 50 mm, bottom (chamber- catcher) - 120 mm, e - 500 mm, g - 1500 mm

The Mőssbauer spectral analysis enables one to
observe certain regularities and to classify the collected
samples into some groups. The data of some groups in
Table 1 are compared to the data presented in our earlier
works [2].
We attributed particles deposited on the upper cut
edge and collected from the chamber-catcher wall at a
distance of 1mm from the laser beam impact zone to the
first group. The Fe-Cr magnetic phase (92-95%), g-Fe
(Cr) super magnetic phase (~3.4%), and small (to 4%)
Fe3O4 magnetic phases prevail in the composition of the
first group particles. However, in the particle, another
phase ratio, which can be influenced by the chosen laser
beam power and the gas flow pressure in front of the
nozzle, is also possible. If we increase the gas pressure in
front of the nozzle up to 5-6 bars, at the place of the
action there will be excess of gas (air), intensive mixing
of the melt in the cut zone will take place, and the particle
surface will oxidize intensively even at the initial cutting
phase stage. The surface of these particles consists of the
Fe3O4 magnetic phase and other Fe or Cr oxides. In this
case, we will have the most favorable laser-cutting
regime, which will be testified by easily mechanically
cleaned particles of erosion products deposited on the cut
edge. In case of the ideal choice of cutting parameters,
erosion products are not formed on the lower edge of the
work piece (Figure 3).

Fig 3. Scheme of erosion products deposited on the lower edge
of the cut. 1- stainless steel band, 2- “icicle” form erosion
products with prevailing super paramagnetic and magnetic FeCr
phase in their composition, 3- “bubble” form erosion products
with prevailing magnetic Fe3O4 and (FeCr)3 O4 phase

Samples collected from the chamber-catcher bottom
at a distance of 120 mm from the cut zone are attributed
to the second group. These particles are formed in the
intensive mixing zone of the melt, and by flying in the
airflow they continue to oxidize. Therefore, particles, as a
rule, consist mainly of the Fe3O4 magnetic phase.
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Depending on the laser beam power, small amounts of aFe3O4 and g- Fe3O4 phases are found in the samples.
Samples collected from the device wall at a distance
of 50 mm from the impact zone are attributed to the third
group. The collected samples consist of fine and coarse
magnetite (Fe3O4) particles with an admixture of Fe-Cr
solid solution. The samples can be compared to the data
analyzed in II – 3 of Table 1,where the differently sized
Fe3O4 magnetic phase makes up about 64% of the
investigated material; the g-Fe3O4 phase amounts to about
25%, and magnetic Fe-Cr phase admixtures constitute a
small part [2].
We have attributed particles collected at a distance
of 10 mm from the cut zone in the flow axis direction to
the fourth group. The particles were formed in the active
mixing zone of the flow. Their phase composition can
therefore vary with the change in the laser beam power
and the gas flow velocity. In the samples, the magnetic
Fe-Cr phase (~65%) prevails, while the remaining part
consists of the g-Fe (Cr) super magnetic phase, a-Fe2O3
paramagnetic phase, and a small percentage of magnetic
Fe3O4 phase.
Due to the fact that the laser beam and the nozzle are
not often in alignment with each other, the nozzle slot
defects the gas flow between the nozzle and the surface of
the processed sample is distorted, therefore part of the
destructed material is carried by the flow over the 500
mm distance and further from the cutting zone [3]. By
fractionating the destructed material, this property can be
used in the production of fine magnetic and paramagnetic
particles. The collected particles are attributed to the fifth
group. While flying over the distance of ~500 mm, the
particles oxidize and cool down, and they are not larger
than 20 nm. They comprise from 70% to ~98% of
magnetic Fe3O4 phase and paramagnetic Fe3O4 phase.
With an insufficient amount of air, up to 25% of
(FeCr)3O4 magnetite is sometimes formed.
The pumping system was installed in the device
where the material particle fractionation took place. We
placed a filter on which fully cooled down (and oxidized)
particles were collected at a distance of 1500mm. The
Mőssbauer spectra have shown that these particles consist
of very fine Fe3O4 magnetic phase.
During investigations we aimed to choose the
optimal material destruction conditions during laser
cutting. During each case of cutting, the laser beam
power, the technological gas flow characteristics, and the
geometry of nozzles that form the gas flow, were
compared [1, 6]. A real laser cutting process, when the
laser beam power, the nozzle geometry, and the position
are optimally chosen with respect to the processed work
piece surface, is presented in Figure 4. It can be seen in
the photo that the flow of the out flowing gas with erosion
products is of the downward spread fan form with
insignificant side vortices.

A

B

C
Fig 4. Particle generation and laser cutting device: A- nozzle
(lens orifice), B- the work piece contour, C- gas (air) and
particle flow out flowing from the cut slot

Conclusions
Generalizing the investigations performed we can
state:
1. When a particle forms in the central (axial) part of
the laser cut slot, where intensive mixing of gas and the
melt takes place, the particle size and chemical
composition will depend on the distance it flies from the
laser action zone.
2. When the air pressure in front of the nozzle is
higher than 3.5 bars, particles will be smaller and Fe and
Cr oxides will prevail. When the air pressure in front of
the nozzle is less than 2.0 bars, magnetic Fe-Cr system
phases will prevail. The particles from the lower edges of
the cut will be hard to clean mechanically. The cut is not
qualitative.
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